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Data increasingly important economic and strategic resource

Data have become a 
key strategic asset for the 
creation of both private 
and social value. How these 
data are handled will 
greatly affect our ability to 
achieve the Sustainable 
Development Goals.” 
António Guterres, 
Secretary-General, United 
Nations
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International bandwidth is geographically 
concentrated along two main routes 

Data-driven digital economy is 
rapidly evolving amidst huge 
divides in digital readiness

Global Internet 
Protocol traffic 

in 2022
Internet traffic 

up to 2016
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TF1 Can you please add "8x" and an arrow in the image on Internet speed to show that this is the difference in speed between the 
two country groups?
Torbjorn Fredriksson, 02/09/2021



Two frontrunners in terms of harnessing data: the United States and 
China



Understanding data and their implications for development 

Data are MULTIDIMENSIONAL 

Economic dimension

Non-economic dimension

ISSUES at stake

 Data are different from goods and services
 Cross-border data flows are different to trade

 Where to locate data depends on various factors

 Data access and use are key for development

 Different levels of readiness in terms of 
capacity to harness data for development

 Implications of cross-border data flows vary 
by the data type

 Rather than data ownership, what matters are 
rights to access, control and use data

 A few global digital corporations have privileged 
access to the data and unique capabilities to turn 
the data into digital intelligence



Public policies concerning data and data flows increasingly needed



Diverging data governance approaches 
raise risk of fragmentation

Risk of fragmentation in the 
digital space and of the Internet. 

Global digital platforms are 
continuing to expand their own 
data ecosystems. 

Tensions among the major 
players. 

Race for leadership in techno-
logical developments to gain 
economic and strategic 
advantages.



Fragmentation will hamper development gains from data



No one-size fits-all way of regulating cross-border data flows

Conditions determining 
national approaches to 
governing data and data 
flows 

Public policy reasons 
for regulating cross-
border data flows

Economic 
development 
objectives

Protection of 
privacy and other 
human rights

Law enforcement

National security

Legal instruments covering cross-
border data flows include:

data protection

government procurement

trade agreements

state secrets

taxation

hardware and software

accounting

cybersecurity



Cross-border data flows increasingly addressed 
in international agreements

International and regional agreements dealing with data flows 

Current regional and 
international 
regulatory 
frameworks tend to 
be either 
too narrow in 
scope or too 
limited 
geographically, 
failing to enable 
cross-border data 
flows with an 
equitable sharing of 
economic 
development gains 
while properly 
addressing risks.



A balanced global approach to data governance 
needs to work for the people and the planet

To prevent inequalities from being 
amplified

To enable global data-sharing and 
develop global digital public goods

To avoid further fragmentation in 
the digital space

To increase trust in the digital 
economy  and reduce uncertainty

To address policy challenges 
emerging from the dominant 
positions of global digital platforms

To account for spillovers of national 
policies into other countries

With a view to 
enabling data to flow 
across borders as 
freely, as necessary 
and possible, while 
addressing various  
development 
objectives  

Key data-related 
policy areas

 Agree on definitions and 
taxonomies

 Establish terms of access 
to data

 Strengthen 
measurement

 Deal with data as global 
public good

 Explore emerging forms 
of data governance

 Agree on rights and 
principles

 Develop standards
 Increase international 

cooperation on platform 
governance 



UN should play a key role 

 Global debates on the 
governance of data and 
cross-border data flows 
need to become fully 
inclusive

 Developing countries tend 
to be underrepresented in 
global and regional 
initiatives 

 United Nations the most 
inclusive forum in terms 
of country representation 

 A new United Nations 
coordinating body 
would need strong 
data mandate and the 
right skills…

 … and build on already 
existing initiative in 
the UN and beyond



International support to ensure full 
participation of developing countries

Source: UNCTAD analysis, based on data from the OECD.

Share of Aid for Trade resources for the ICT sector, 2002-2019

To enhance the capacities of 
developing countries to create 
and capture value from data 
domestically, international 
support is needed to help:

 Raise awareness of data and 
their development 
implications

 Build national data 
strategies

 Formulate relevant legal and 
regulatory frameworks 

 Ensure the effective 
participation of developing 
countries in international 
processes
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